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Discussion Questions 

 

People are quick to condemn the actions of others, and even quicker to justify their own. 
That’s human nature. Try to put yourself in each characters’ shoes while contemplating what 
they did. Decisions often appear abhorrent—until you seriously consider the alternatives. 

• Do you agree with the author’s opening note: “You and I will never know if The Fountain of Youth exists. 
There is one simple reason for this. Revealing such a grand discovery would be foolish—and no fool is 
going to find it.” 

• What did you think of the plan to only sell Eos to one other person? Can you think of a better plan? 

• Did you find it realistic that after twenty years of enjoying their new status, most of the Immortals had 
become more selfish, lazy and bored? (As an aside, did you know that studies show that our happiness is 
relatively fixed over time, regardless of events. In other words, we snap back from good fortune—and bad 
to a lesser extent. Google Hedonic Treadmill to learn more.) 

• Do you accept the premise that people with great wealth and power will typically do just about anything to 
protect their status? (Creating justifications, of course. In this case, the Immortals considered themselves 
one rung up the evolutionary ladder.) 

• Thinking about Tory’s tactics and the people who fell for them, do you know anyone who was manipulated 
by someone promising him or her a dream? (Hint: Ever buy a timeshare? Fitness or diet product? Donate to 
a televangelist? Hear of Bernie Madoff?) 

• Do you believe that people like Chase and Skylar exist? (Talented, courageous people who will put 
themselves at risk to help others.) 

• If you were Skylar or Chase, would you have felt justified killing Tory? At what point? 

• Did you guess who the Immortal killer was and why? When? 

• Was David a hero? A traitor? Courageous? Weak? Wise? Foolish? Or just unchanged by his new status? 

• Would you have kept the money?  

• Has this novel changed the appeal of immortality in your mind? 

• Would you read another book by this author? (The Price of Time was his ninth.) 


